Computational Modeling of Statistical Learning: Effects of Transitional Probability Versus Frequency and Links to Word Learning
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Statistical learning mechanisms play an important role in theories of language acquisition and processing. Recurrent neural network models have provided important insights into how these mechanisms might operate. We examined whether such networks capture two key findings in human statistical learning. In Simulation 1, a simple recurrent network (SRN) performed much like human learners: it was sensitive to both transitional probability and frequency, with frequency dominating early in learning and probability emerging as the dominant cue later in learning. In Simulation 2, an SRN captured links between statistical segmentation and word learning in infants and adults, and suggested that these links arise because phonological representations are more...
distinctive for syllables with higher transitional probability. Beyond simply simulating general phenomena, these models provide new insights into underlying mechanisms and generate novel behavioral predictions.

Studies with infants, children, and adults indicate that statistical learning is a mechanism available throughout life, which is capable of acting on many levels of linguistic structure, including phonemes (e.g., Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008), syllables (e.g., Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Barrueco, 1997; Saffran & Wilson, 2003), and words (e.g., Saffran & Wilson, 2003; Thompson & Newport, 2007). Although statistical learning may be particularly useful for learning language, adults and infants can also learn statistical patterns in nonlinguistic sequences, such as tones (e.g., Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, & Newport, 1999) and shapes (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002), suggesting that this is a general type of learning that can be found in many different domains. The power and breadth of statistical learning has led to the proposal that it is a key underlying mechanism for language acquisition.

Computational models provide a framework for establishing and refining theories of underlying mechanisms. They serve as existence proofs that show what kinds of mechanisms can give rise to observed behaviors and they make novel behavioral predictions for further tests of proposed cognitive mechanisms. The computational model simulations presented here explore two key findings in the statistical learning literature. The first simulation investigates how the model balances sensitivity to frequency versus transitional probability information when these two word segmentation cues conflict. The second simulation investigates the connection between statistical word segmentation and word learning, a connection recently demonstrated in studies with infants (Graf Estes, Evans, Alibali, & Saffran, 2007) and adults (Mirman, Magnuson, Graf Estes, & Dixon, 2008).

As a class, recurrent neural networks are known to exhibit sensitivity to transitional probabilities. Elman (1990) showed that when simple recurrent networks (SRNs) are trained to predict the next syllable in a sequence, they become sensitive to word boundaries based on transitional probabilities in input sequences, an analog of the statistical segmentation performance of infants, children, and adults (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996). Note that in such simulations, the SRN is not trained to perform word segmentation, nor is it explicitly trained to extract frequencies or transitional probabilities among input elements. Rather, sensitivity to informative statistics in the input is an emergent property of how the SRN solves the prediction task. Since their introduction, SRNs have provided computational insights into a wide range of domains where
statistical sequence learning plays a critical role, including word segmentation (e.g., Christiansen, Allen, & Seidenberg, 1998), spoken word recognition (e.g., Magnuson, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Dahan, 2003), grammatical processing (e.g., Altmann, 2002; MacDonald & Christiansen, 2002), and short-term memory (e.g., Botvinick & Plaut, 2006). Thus, as suggested by Elman’s initial simulations (see also Christiansen et al., 1998), SRNs provide a natural account of statistical word segmentation, and have the potential to provide insight into aspects of statistical learning that are not yet well understood. In particular, the balance of frequency and transitional probability information and the connection between statistical learning and word learning have not been addressed from a computational perspective. These topics provide two critical tests of SRNs as models of human language learning and processing and, if the model correctly accounts for the basic behavioral results, provide a concrete framework for developing and refining theories of human language processing.

Simulation 1 examined whether SRNs predict a crucial detail in human statistical learning: learners’ sensitivity to transitional probability versus frequency patterns. Aslin, Saffran, and Newport (1998) reported that following exposure to a speech stream containing only transitional probability cues to word boundaries (high transitional probabilities within words and low probabilities across words), 8-month-old infants discriminated between test items that occurred with equal frequency in the speech stream, but differed in their internal transitional probability. Graf Estes et al. (2007) extended this finding in a word learning task. These results indicate that infants are sensitive to transitional probabilities of syllable sequences, not merely transition frequencies. Transition frequency (i.e., bisyllable frequency) can be high simply due to a high rate of occurrence of the individual elements (e.g., a syllable transition that occurs at the boundary between two very frequent words), but transition probability depends on the relationship between the elements (i.e., within-word transitions have higher probability than between-word transitions even for high frequency words); thus, transitional probabilities are more informative than frequencies about the structure of the language. The first simulation tested whether SRNs exhibit sensitivity to both frequency and transitional probability and how these effects interact throughout learning when placed in competition. Constructing situations in which cues conflict provides a powerful test of computational mechanisms because the results reveal which of the conflicting cues influences processing to a greater extent and how cues might interact (e.g., Johnson & Jusczyk, 2001; Shukla, Nespor, & Mehler, 2007; Thiessen & Saffran, 2003). Sensitivity to transitional probability rather than frequency provides a critical test of the validity of SRNs as plausible models of statistical mechanisms supporting human language learning.
Simulation 2 focused on results from recent behavioral findings showing that learners take advantage of transitional probability information to support word learning. Graf Estes et al. (2007) and Mirman et al. (2008) investigated the connection between statistical word segmentation and learning of new object labels in infants and adults, respectively. In these studies, each participant was first exposed to a nonsegmented syllable stream as in typical statistical segmentation studies, followed by an object label learning task. The infants participated in a habituation-based label-object association task (Stager & Werker, 1997; Werker, Cohen, Lloyd, Casasola, & Stager, 1998), and the adults participated in an artificial lexicon learning procedure (Magnuson et al., 2003). In the infant and adult experiments, one group of participants heard labels that consisted of high probability syllable transitions from the segmentation stream (word labels); a second group heard labels that consisted of low probability syllable transitions (partword labels, an exposure sequence that straddled a word boundary, with one syllable from one word and one from another); and a third group heard labels composed of syllable sequences that did not occur during the statistical exposure phase (nonword labels). Both studies demonstrated a connection between statistical segmentation and word learning. Infants learned the word labels, but not the partword or nonword labels, and adults learned all three types of labels, but they learned the word and nonword labels faster than the partword labels.

These studies are of particular importance because they establish a link between statistical learning and referential word learning (but see Endress & Mehler, 2009 for an alternative view). Given that SRNs have been used to model statistical learning (e.g., Christiansen et al., 1998) and word learning (e.g., Magnuson et al., 2003), a natural question is whether SRNs might also provide insight into this link. In Simulation 2, we tested whether the way an SRN learns transitional probabilities affects learning of word, partword, and nonword labels, and explored the causes of transitional probability effects on label learning. As we shall see, the simulations provide new insights into aspects of statistical learning and generate new predictions.

SIMULATION 1: FREQUENCY VERSUS TRANSITIONAL PROBABILITY

The first simulation addressed the relative influences of frequency and transitional probability on statistical learning. Aslin et al. (1998) showed that infants distinguish between high and low transitional probability syllable sequences, even when they occur with equal frequency in a speech stream. Perruchet and Peereman (2004) found that an SRN’s syllable prediction accuracy precisely matched transitional probability and, to a substantially
lesser extent, frequency. Their data suggest that SRNs are more sensitive to transitional probability than frequency, but they did not investigate this issue directly nor whether sensitivity to these cues changes over the course of learning. To investigate how SRNs balance sensitivity to frequency and transitional probability, the simulated language exposure placed transitional probability and frequency cues in conflict: partword sequences (sequences that straddle a word boundary) occurred with greater frequency than the word sequences. Although SRNs are known to be sensitive to both frequency and transitional probability, it is not clear how the model will respond when these cues are in competition, and such conflict cases are particularly informative tests of a system (e.g., Thiessen & Saffran, 2003).

Model architecture and simulation design

All simulations were carried out using Lens software (version 2.63). The model architecture is shown in Figure 1 and followed a standard SRN design. The input fed forward to hidden units, and hidden units fed forward to output units. Context units contained a copy of the hidden unit activations, which served as additional input to the hidden units on the next model time step. The context units comprise the recurrence in the network and allow it to use information from previous time steps to perform its task. An SRN model’s “memory span” depends on the number of hidden units and the structure of the input. The input and output layers contained 12 units and the hidden and context layers contained 15 units. Each of the input and output units represented a unique “syllable” (i.e., a localist representation of syllables). A set of four “words” was created by randomly concatenating three of the 12 syllables to form each word. The words were then concatenated into a continuous stream. Two of the words occurred with high frequency (400 times), and two occurred with low frequency (200 times). For each of the 3,600 syllables in the stream, the model was trained to activate the next syllable in the sequence. Connection weights were initialized with random values generated from a uniform distribution ranging from –.1 to .1. The network was trained using backpropagation (Rumelhart, Hinton, &
Williams, 1986) to predict the next syllable in the sequence with learning rate set to .03 and momentum set to .9.

The model was tested on predicting the next syllable in the four words and four partwords. Partwords were created in two ways: (1) concatenating the last syllable of one high frequency word and the first two syllables of the other high frequency word ($A_3B_1B_2$); and (2) concatenating the last two syllables of one high frequency word and the first syllable of the other high frequency word ($A_2A_3B_1$). The partwords occurred 229 or 241 times in the stream, which is 17.5% more frequently than the low frequency words. However, the transitional probability for the words was 100% for all within-word syllable transitions; for partwords, it was only 58.75% at the across-word transitions (e.g., for $A_3B_1B_2$ words, the transitional probability from $A_3$ to $B_1$). Thus, partwords had a frequency advantage, but low frequency words had a transitional probability advantage, allowing us to compare the relative importance of these factors. Note that the manipulation of transitional probability was substantially stronger than the manipulation of frequency (approximately 1:1.7 versus 1.2:1). This issue is discussed alongside the relevant results below.

When the test patterns were presented to the model, error was evaluated for predicting the next syllable in the test pattern. That is, on the first time step, the input was the first syllable of a test pattern and the target was the second syllable, then the second syllable was presented, and the target was the third syllable of the test pattern. The model was trained for 200 cycles.

---

3The small difference in frequency between partwords had no interesting effects, so the results were collapsed across “partword” frequency.
through the full stream, and tested after every 10 cycles (no weights were changed during the test sessions). After 200 training cycles, the model activated the correct output unit for each syllable (activation > .98) and deactivated all other output units (activation < .01).

Results and discussion

The model’s learning performance was evaluated using cross-entropy error, a measure of the difference between actual output layer activation and target (i.e., correct) output activation. Figure 2 shows that, over the course of statistical learning, error for predicting the second and third syllables decreased for all test stimulus types and the decrease was fastest for high frequency words. Interestingly, early in learning, the higher frequency, lower transitional probability partwords had a strong advantage (lower error) relative to lower frequency, higher transitional probability words. However, this pattern reversed as statistical learning progressed (after approximately 150 training cycles), indicating a difference in the model’s learning of frequency and transitional probability information. Figure 3 shows error by stimulus type and position within the word, which reveals the model’s sensitivity to transitional probability in greater detail. For both low and high frequency words, error was approximately equal across syllable positions because transitional

Figure 2  Simulation 1 cross-entropy error for the three conditions over the course of learning.
probability (and frequency) was equal across syllable positions. For part-
words, error was higher at the low probability transition than at the high
probability transition. That is, for $A_3B_1B_2$-type partwords, error was higher
on the first syllable (the $A_3$ to $B_1$ transition) than the second syllable (the $B_1$
to $B_2$ transition), and for $A_2A_3B_1$-type partwords, error was lower on the first
syllable (the $A_2$ to $A_3$ transition) than the second syllable (the $A_3$ to $B_1$
transition). The model’s sensitivity to frequency is also evident in Figure 3. After
50 and 100 training cycles, the error is higher for low frequency words than
for partwords because the partwords have slightly higher frequency.

This pattern reveals that SRNs are sensitive to both frequency and transi-
tional probability. Frequency is initially easier to learn, but probability is
ultimately more powerful. As mentioned above, the manipulation of transi-
tional probability was substantially stronger than the manipulation of fre-
quency. Despite this disadvantage, the frequency difference dominated
network performance early in learning, and it was eventually overtaken by
transitional probability. A stronger frequency manipulation would likely
delay this cross-over, but there is no clear way this cross-over pattern could

Figure 3 Simulation 1 cross-entropy error by item type and syllable position at select
points during training.
have arisen as a consequence of the asymmetry in manipulation strength. Note that this pattern emerged because the connection weights in an SRN are structured by the statistical properties of the input and the informational demands of the task (in this case, predicting the next input). There was no explicit tracking of frequency or transitional probabilities and no stipulated rule for balancing these sources of information. The model’s ultimate reliance on transitional probability matches human data (e.g., Aslin et al., 1998) and the model predicts that human learners should show greater sensitivity to the frequency of a transition than its probability early in training. Interestingly, Toro and Trobalon (2005) reported that rodents seem to learn frequencies, but not transitional probabilities.4 This simulation suggests that Toro and Trobalon may have stopped training during the frequency-dominant stage of learning. Rodents may be able to learn transitional probabilities if given more exposure. Conversely, humans may exhibit greater sensitivity to transition frequency than transitional probability early in learning.

SIMULATION 2: THE LINK BETWEEN STATISTICAL SEGMENTATION AND WORD LEARNING

Recent studies have shown that both infants and adults are better at learning novel object labels when the labels consist of high probability syllable transitions (the “words” in the exposure phase) rather than low probability syllable transitions (“partwords”; Graf Estes et al., 2007; Mirman et al., 2008). Following a statistical exposure phase, infants learned statistically defined word labels more readily than nonword or partword labels. Adults learned word labels more quickly than partword labels and learning was equally fast for word and nonword labels. To our knowledge, no formal account of the effect of statistical learning on word learning has been proposed. We conducted simulations of an SRN model to test the effects of statistical word segmentation on object label learning and to develop a formal account of these effects.

Model architecture and simulation design

Figure 4 shows the modified SRN architecture of the model. Each of the 20 input units and the 10 output units represented a unique syllable. Ten of the

4Nonhuman primates have been shown to learn transition frequencies (Hauser, Newport, & Aslin, 2001), but the materials used in that experiment did not manipulate transition probability independently of transition frequency.
20 possible input syllables were presented during the exposure phase. The exposure phase was modeled on the statistical exposure phase of the behavioral experiments (i.e., Graf Estes et al., 2007; Mirman et al., 2008): 100 repetitions of five two-syllable “words” were concatenated into a pseudo-random continuous syllable sequence (with the constraint that no word occurred twice in succession). For each syllable in the input sequence, the target output pattern was the next syllable in the sequence. The model was trained for 75 runs through this 1,000-syllable sequence with learning rate set to .05 and momentum set to .9. After 75 runs, the model activated the correct output syllable unit for each word more than any other output unit.

After the exposure phase, the model was trained on an analog of the label learning task. The model was trained (using backpropagation with the same learning rate and momentum parameters) to activate a unique “object” output unit for each of five different two-syllable input patterns. The labels were either words (100% probability transitions), partwords (25% probability transitions), or nonwords (0% transitions). We tested two types of nonwords: Novel-sequence nonwords were composed of syllables from the exposure phase presented in novel pairings; Novel-syllable nonwords were composed of the 10 input syllables that did not occur during the exposure phase. The behavioral experiments used nonword syllable sequences that did not occur in the exposure stream, but because they contained familiar native-language syllables they were not entirely novel either. In order to examine the effects of syllable familiarity on label learning, we compared learning of labels composed of completely novel syllables (novel-syllable nonwords) versus labels composed of familiar syllables presented in novel sequences (novel-sequence nonwords).

---

**Figure 4** Simulation 2 model architecture. Solid arrows indicate fully connected, trainable weights among units; the dashed arrow indicates copy connections. Numbers of units in each layer are shown in parentheses.
During the label learning phase, the model was trained for 100 presentations of each of the five labels. For maximum balance between the label learning conditions, the same postexposure weights were used at the start of each label learning phase (i.e., the model started with exactly the same weights at the beginning of the label learning phase for words, partwords, etc.). The full two-phase simulation was repeated 10 times with different random initial weights to verify that the results did not depend on idiosyncratic initial conditions.

Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the mean object label learning (cross-entropy error) curves for each label condition. After a brief initial period, the error for word labels was clearly lower than the error for partword labels. That is, the model was better at mapping two-syllable input sequences to unique objects when the sequences had high probabilities in the preceding exposure phase compared to when they had low probabilities. This word advantage over partwords is consistent with the behavioral results observed for infants (Graf Estes et al., 2007) and adults (Mirman et al., 2008). Novel-syllable nonword labels were learned more slowly than word, partword or novel-sequence nonword labels. By contrast, novel-sequence nonword labels were initially learned nearly as fast as word labels, up to an intermediate point in training as shown in the right panel of Figure 5, after which the learning of novel-sequence nonwords more closely matched the learning of partword labels.

We examined the learned hidden representations in order to understand why the model performed better on the novel-sequence nonwords compared

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5** Simulation 2 label learning results. Left panel shows results from the full course of learning, right panel is an enlarged portion at an intermediate time range to highlight differences between the nonword conditions.
to both the novel-syllable nonwords and the partwords (at least initially). Specifically, we examined the distance between hidden layer representations of the labels for each label condition using cosine distance between hidden layer activation patterns. The analysis indicated that the difference in learning the two types of nonwords arose because exposure to the input representations allowed the model to build up distinct hidden unit representations for each syllable. Compared to novel syllables, syllables presented during the exposure phase had more distinct hidden layer representations, thus they were easier to map to objects (that is, to act as labels) even though they occurred in novel combinations when acting as labels. This is analogous to a simple familiarity effect, exposure to a pattern facilitated learning for that pattern in a subsequent task.

Examining the learned hidden representations for the novel-sequence nonwords versus the partwords further explained the difference in performance. During the exposure phase, each word-initial syllable had 100% transitional probability to a unique following syllable; that is, each word-initial syllable input pattern had a fully consistent target output pattern (since the model was trained to perform syllable prediction). By contrast, word-final syllables were not as predictive: each could be followed by four different word-initial syllables (i.e., the onsets of the other four words), each at 25% transitional probability, so the word-final input syllables had a $1 \rightarrow 4$ input $\rightarrow$ target relationship. In addition, each of these 25% probability (word-initial) target syllables occurred after four different word-final input syllables; that is, there was a $4 \rightarrow 1$ input $\rightarrow$ target relationship for each target pattern. As a result, the learned hidden unit representations for the first syllables were highly distinct, but the representations for second syllables were much more similar. By design, partwords all started with a second syllable. By contrast, some novel-sequence nonwords started with a first syllable; these nonwords were learned more quickly and were responsible for the nonword labels’ advantage over the partword labels. Note that the critical issue here is predictive power, not syllable position. First syllables had distinct representations because they had highly predictive one-to-one relationships with the syllables that followed them. By contrast, second syllables had less predictive many-to-many relationships with the syllables that followed them. In natural speech, final syllables generally have low power to predict the following syllable; indeed, the very idea of word segmentation by transitional probabilities rests on this pattern. The key finding here is that high transitional probability leads to representations that are more distinct, which facilitates learning of label-object pairs. That is, the model provides a formal account of why infants and adults are better at learning labels with high transitional probability, because syllables involved in higher transitional probability sequences have more distinct phonological representations.
The simulation results produced the insight that transitional probability improves label learning by making underlying representations more distinct, which makes novel predictions and may help to explain the difference in nonwords label learning between adults and infants. Adults learned part-word labels more slowly than word labels and nonword labels as quickly as word labels (Mirman et al., 2008), but, infants only learned word labels and failed to learn partword and nonwords labels (Graf Estes et al., 2007). Nonwords form an intermediate baseline case between partwords and nonwords; they possess neither the benefit of high transitional probabilities nor the cost of low transitional probabilities. The difference between adult and infant learning of nonword labels may be a result of the level of this baseline. The label learning task was relatively easy for adults (all conditions reached 90% accuracy within 20 training trials per word), thus the baseline case may be near a ceiling-level label learning rate and the clearest effect of transitional probability would be the cost of low transitional probability for partwords. By contrast, the label learning task was relatively difficult for infants (unlike studies using a similar paradigm [e.g., Werker et al., 1998], Graf Estes et al., 2007 found that without statistical exposure, infants were unable to learn the novel bisyllabic object labels); thus, the nonword baseline case may be near floor-level learning performance and the clearest effect of transitional probability would be the benefit of high transitional probability for words. If, as the simulations suggest, the distinctiveness of learned hidden representations is the critical factor, then adults may exhibit better learning of word labels than nonword labels if phonologically similar syllables are used (so that the phonological representations are less distinct) or if the labels are composed of novel elements (such as unfamiliar nonnative language syllables or novel nonspeech sounds) so that learners can not take advantage of prior phonological knowledge. For infants, greater exposure to the segmentation language, and the opportunity to develop distinct representations, should lead infants to exhibit better learning of nonword labels than partword labels.

In sum, Simulation 2 showed that an SRN can account for reported links between statistical learning and word learning. The simulation also indicated that the distinctiveness of learned hidden representations provides a plausible (and testable) basis for these links. Note that the SRN was designed to predict the next syllable in a sequence, not to transfer statistical segmentation knowledge to word learning, nor to show a difference between nonwords types. Rather, both of these effects are emergent properties of the nature of learning and representation in such models. Furthermore, examination of the model's learned hidden representations provided novel insights into why human listeners exhibit these behavioral patterns in statistical learning tasks.
Simulations using SRNs addressed two important issues in statistical learning. First, an SRN exhibited sensitivity to transitional probability beyond transition frequency as observed in human subjects, providing a crucial test of the validity of SRNs as candidate models for human statistical learning. The SRN also showed a learning time course difference between sensitivity to frequency and sensitivity to transitional probability. Frequency dominated performance early in training, and transitional probability dominance emerged later in training. That is, transitional probability was the stronger cue, but more training was required to use it. This leads to the novel prediction that with less exposure, humans may exhibit sensitivity to frequency rather than transitional probability.

Second, an SRN model showed that, similar to human listeners, statistically learned transitional probabilities affected word learning. Examination of learned hidden representations revealed that links between statistical learning and object label learning are due to increased syllable familiarity and distinctiveness in phonological representations. This account generates the novel prediction that the impact of exposure statistics on word learning should interact with the familiarity and phonological similarity of the syllables. Thus, SRNs provide a promising test bed for further examining the link between statistical segmentation and referential word learning.

These simulations reveal new findings regarding the timecourse of statistical learning processes and provide insight into the basis for the link between statistical learning and word learning. They also illustrate the utility of computational modeling for testing and refining theories of language acquisition. Computational models demonstrate to what extent a set of theoretical principles can account for observed behavioral data, elucidate what aspects of those principles are critical for the account, and make novel predictions.
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